
In a moment of dueling national tensions over systemic racism and a deadly pandemic and with a presidential election looming in November — Trump's 
surprise executive order raises two questions: Will it actually ever happen? And if so, which American figures would then make the cut?  

      Trump wants a park for statues of 'American heroes.' Just how might that work?

Near the end of Donald Trump's polarizing, history-steeped speech at Mount Rushmore on Friday, the president announced he would sign an executive 

order establishing a "national garden of American heroes" where statues of "historically significant Americans" would be built or rebuilt.  -Politico

Executive Order on Building and Rebuilding Monuments to 
American Heroes

Issued on: July 3, 2020 by President Donald Trump

By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and the laws of the United 
States of America, it is hereby ordered as follows:
Section 1.  Purpose.  America owes its present greatness to its past sacrifices.  Because the 
past is always at risk of being forgotten, monuments will always be needed to honor those 
who came before.  Since the time of our founding, Americans have raised monuments to our 
greatest citizens.    
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Putting aside the useless DC Swamp appointed “Task Force” that frittered away several months of precious time for 

the success of this   The Creative Design Process...Heroes Project...Here is how that “might work”:

Sec. 2.  Task Force for Building and Rebuilding Monuments to American Heroes.  (a)  There 
is hereby established the Interagency Task Force for Building and Rebuilding Monuments to 
American Heroes (Task Force).  The Task Force shall be chaired by the Secretary of the 
Interior....



Lincoln-
Kerzner-

It is right kind of you Mr Kerzner to join us today 
and chat about our 45th President of This Fine 
Union, Donald J Trump’s vision for a fitting and
honorable place for the blessed National Garden 
of American Heroes.

I reckon there hasn’t yet been a lick of hard log- 
splitting work done to get this task consecrated.

Now Sol, I won’t have any of that foul woodshed
talk around here.  Proper parlor conversation only.

Please Sir Kerzner, pour forth some fine thinking
as to how we can get this fine edifice, the Heroes 
Project, planted in our rich soil and have the God’s 
glorious sunshine cast it’s warmth upon it for a 
250th birthday of our beloved nation?

Thank you kindly Mr Kerzner.  Right learned of
you to share that with us.  God speed. 
 

Thank you Mr President. It is my honor to be with 
you and work to build a fi�ng place for the great 
American Heroes of past present and future.

What the f..., you need a good sharp ax to hew a 
fine building plank.

Yes, you need a whole sh.., er ah,...I mean ah...a 
whole a turnip truck load of great ideas to get 
this project into motha’f...terra firma.
 
You have to start with a bold new dream and
nourish it with love and care.  If you don’t have 
a story to tell, a focused theme, then you just 
have an empty shell of a project.   

   No spi�’n in the wind for me.  Find the best-of-
the-best concept and masterplan talent.  They, 
the real design talent that is, is out there and 
eager to set your dream to reality.  
Turn them loose on your dream, step back a li�le, 
don’t meddle and the dream will unfold in grand 
style. Keep the design team small for the sake of 
ar�s�c talent and themed concept purity.  Don’t 
let in a bunch of scallywags to screw things up for 
everyone.  Build your dream for the ages; where 
all can seek out, stay, learn, enjoy, and be inspired 
by the image and spirit of the project.  
...that’s how I would do it.
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Let’s take a moment and consider a make-believe scenario where Abe Lincoln 
and Sol Kerzner come together to chat about The Heroes Project....

two unlikely individuals with a valid contribution to a grand 21st century plan 
that honors all true American Heroes for the ages?

Both Lincoln and Kerzner possessed great vision, commitment, 
and implementation talents.

                    Both had enemies who sought to crush their vision.
Lincoln with a passion for unity and freedom for all Americans.
Kerzner with a passion to create magical places of legend and 

beauty for the world to enjoy.

Now does this look like your standard 
“Off -The -Shelf DC Task Force”?



I Beg Your Garden?  ‘Hero’ Names To Statue Garden Unlikely To Take Root
NPR
January 18, 2021  3:49 PM ET

The late Whitney Houston, seen here in 2001, is on the list of names of  “great Americans” President Trump 

seeks to honor as statues in a proposed “National Garden of American Heroes.”But with two days left in 

office, Trump is very unlikely to see his vision realized.

Scott Gries/Getty Images 

It is fortunate that the National Garden of American Heroes, ”, comes with the trendy baggage of naysayers, harsh critics and “Heroes Project
deniers.  With their validation of hate and spite, you know We are on the right track for success.  After all, these would be the same people who 
cheered on the thugs and anarchists who destroyed, defaced and denounced our historic American heritage in the “Summer of Love 2020”. 

The following pages are unofficial and unsanctioned ideas with graphic illustrations to get back on track for the planning, implementation and, 
for real, building of a “Garden” or “Park” complex to be opened to the public on July 4th 2026, the 250th birthday of the United States of 
America.  But to accomplish this huge endeavor, a detailed masterplan needs to be in place and launched by July 4th 2021...very short timing 
for such a grand scale project turnaround.  

So far, the project looks grim given the control of the DC Swamp mentality to plan and launch such an ambitious project.  Regroup and reset.  
In this case, mediocre is a failure worse than nothing at all. 

“Take Root” are the key words to this Heroes Project, thanks to the naysayers.  Let’s run with it! 

The National Garden of American Heroes is truly about visualization, imaging and symbolism.
It is not about political haggling, random cancel culture trends or spiteful historical review.
It is about honorable preservation of truth and values as seen through the eyes of American Patriots.
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Yes!  The  and  handed this to us!Fake News NPR
  
The mighty oak has deep, strong roots for lasting life.  Take the silhouette of 
the oak tree and lay it in plan view to create the project site for the National 
Garden of American Heroes.

The following illustrations and descriptions are just a first-pass at the 
visualization for the Heroes Project.  Now, the Heroes Project is either mega 
MAGA or mega bust.  “Take Root”.

No time for bureaucratic committees or silly Task-Force bungling.  Our nation 
is starving for some iconic All American Hero action.  Our Heroes, past, 
present and future will be honored.  Now let’s roll out a full-blown, huge/
dazzeling media blitz presentation for the Heroes Project mobilzation
launch for July 4th 2021!
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These pages are “dabbeling” inspiration to develop a monumental plan for the Heroes Project from the  news banner  “Unlikely To Take Root”
from NPR. Most times the intent, or theme of a proposed project is formulated by the client.  But in this case, you gotta’ love NPR for their 
unique negative imagination. 

Taking the mighty oak tree silhouette image above, or similar, we lay it in a plan view to design an oak tree shape approximately 1776 meters 
long by 2026 meters wide, (5826 ft x 6646 ft); which would be about 1.1 mile x 1.26 mi. image area of the oak tree.  The oak tree structure 
would cover about 840 acres and would best fit into a rolling hill mountainous area.  Most of the massive trunk, branches and root system 
would be done in a paving material with some slight texture/color variation in levels to give it a contoured illusion. Along the trunk and branch 
paving and plaza areas there would be pedestrian designated areas as well as safe, user-friendly autonomous vehicle through-fares for 
efficiency and visitor comfort.  

The objective of the Heroes Oak structure is to create pedestrian friendly avenues and trails leading to the edges of the oak tree canopy of 
exhibit areas and displays.  The massive leaf structures of the oak tree would become random and organic canopies in the form of trellis and 
roof structures.  The leaf canopies themselves would be covered with a material such as acrylic in the shapes of leaf masses which will have 
high efficiency LEDs to change the colors of the leaf canopies to modeled bright green colors for spring, green/golden for summer, orange/
reddish colors for fall, and white/pale blue for winter.

The massive Heroes Oak structure will be visible from the International Space Station.

The layout of the Heroes Oak site will include exhibits and displays each historic era in our 250 year American Exceptionalism History.  But 
there would be plenty of room to expand upon the American showcase of Heroes for many generations.  One important focal point of the 
Heroes Oak is a massive amphitheater incorporated into the base of the Oak where the paving root structure flows into to create seating areas.

The parking will be off-site with stylized battery/solar powered “steam” trains to shuttle visitors to the Hero Park area. 

     

         

There is more info about oak tree symbolism
than you could possibly ever use....

In many different cultures and over many centuries, the 
majestic oak tree has been incredibly important.
Many countries over the years, such as Germany and 
England, have named the might oak as their national tree 
due to the oak’s enduring strength. In 2004, the US designated the oak its national tree.
The oak symbolizes lasting strength and endurance since some oaks live to several hundreds 
of years old.  The oak is also a symbol of hospitality and safety, as the oak tree’s expansive branch 
span is a very comfortable place for shelter and rest.
In ancient Greek and Roman times, wearing oak leaves signified a regal and high status.  In the US
Military, oak leaf clusters have appeared on awardsand decoration as a symbol of merit and honor.    
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With this 1776x2026 meter OakTree plan overlaid onto the National 
Mall plan, the entire structure would overlap the footprint of the Mall.  
The OakTree scheme would be a huge area to showcase statues, 
monuments, exhibits and small venues which would highlight the 
American journey from 1776 through 2026, and have plenty of 
expansion potential for the next 100 years.

To assure the Heroes Garden is a repeat destination attraction for 
all Americans, the full project should include themed lodging, 
entertainment, transportation, patriotic event programs, parades, 
concerts, emergency facilities, broadcast and press station, 
   recreational and retail establishments. 
 
       Day or night, season to season, this should be a place to 
                 go for a true American Hero experience.   

  

NATION’S CAPITAL

WASHINGTON MONUMENT



Here are some additional random thoughts to enhance the Heroes Park amenities and draw more visitors as a destination place for 
Patriot learning, staying, participating, playing and seasonally returning for that favorite family vacation spot.

We should take a good look at the (sorry, much beleaguered by Left) Boy Scouts’ Jamboree.  We can take this model of great American 
spirit and dedication to fundamental vision of unity, freedom and liberty.  

Needless to say, a massive amphitheater should be a central part of the finely-tuned Heroes Project masterplan.  The amphitheater is 
a great common place to express and unity and hope for all like minded patriots .   : Catch the American Spirit...Live the American Spirit
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This is the 1776x2026 meter oak tree structure graphically overlaid onto a randomly 
chosen satellite image from Black Hills near Keytone, South Dakota



Let’s summon up the Angeles of Our Better Nature and visualize the merits of creating a fitting place in history for the Heroes Project...Where do the 
Heroes Project quilt patches fit in the great fabric of our American Journey?

...Best to compare this honorable endeavor to an historic event of symbolic national unity which rose out of the darkness of division and destruction:

 
 
                                ALMOST READY.  HATS OFF; PRAYER IS BEING OFFERED.

                                WE HAVE DONE PRAYING.  THE SPIKE IS ABOUT TO BE PRESENTED

ALL READY NOW.  THE SPIKE WILL SOON BE DRIVEN.  
THE SIGNAL WILL BE 3 DOTS FOR THE COMMENCEMENT OF BLOWS

          

WE UNDERSTAND  ALL  ARE READY IN THE EAST 

Monday, May 10 1869, 2:27pm

D    O    N    E    !

Promontory Chicago

The invocation at the ceremony was given by Secretary of State Wm H. Seward. After another moment of silence the hammer tapped the bell of the 
Capitol three times. A briefer pause ensued, and the blows of the silver hammer, held by Governor Stanford, were repeated on the bell of the Capitol of 
Washington near the borders of one ocean; on the great fire-bell in the city sitting on the borders of another ocean; in the report of the cannon that woke 
the echoes of the Golden Gate; and, in telegraphic accents, in all the centers of population North, South, East and West. At 2:47 Promontory ... 
sententiously said     DONE!    -The Circular

-David Hewes, San Francisco    as engraved on the Golden Spike
“May God continue the unity of our Country as this Railroad unites the two great Oceans of the world”.

Is it possible to telegraph to the World  “DONE!” for the Heroes Project in 2026?
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Let us pause for a moment and think about real history.  Not fake history.  
Real Heroes, not fake heroes

Real spirit of American Exceptionalism Not fake acts of patriotism

Our rich American history is full of meaningful words and heroic deeds
But along with these words, we need to embrace imaging and symbolism which complete the 

story of Our American Journey
These two examples, one of division and one of unity from the same 
historic decade, can move and inspire us to further historic deeds...
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